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Product Description
Wholesale quality discount High-power Hot Air Hair Dryer. Burning® is
High-power Hot Air Hair Dryer manufacturer and supplier in China. This
Burning KJ-935 is a hair dryer.
The Burning KJ-937Hair Dryer allows you to pack this styling tool pretty much
anywhere: carry-on luggage, your favorite gym, or a trusty overnight bag.
Despite its size, this lightweight hair dryer doesn't compromise on performance.
It has a powerful and steady airflow. Two heat and speed settings provide
drying and styling flexibility and control, so you can achieve any look you want.
Protective anti-slip bumpers provide extra care when styling, giving you better
grip and more styling control. This hair dryer is complete with a hanging ring for
easy and convenient storage. Dare to go there with BurningHair Tools.

Burning KJ-935 pet hair clipper Parameter (Specification)
Product name Hair dryer

Item model number KJ-935

Power 1600W

Color Customized

High-power Hot Air Hair Dryer

You can rest assured to buy High-power Hot Air Hair Dryer from Burning®

factory and we will offer you the best after-sale service and timely

delivery.Burning Located in Xikou Town, Fenghua District, Ningbo, Zhejiang

Province. With a building area of nearly 10,000 square meters, specializing

in the production of automatic hair dryers, hair curlers,hair straighteners and

hair clippers. Accept OEM and ODM orders.

Since its establishment, the company has been committed to stable product

quality and technological innovation, down-to-earth, and has gained a good

reputation and market share in this field. Rigorous controls are carried out

by our technicians during all phases of production. In the past two decades,

the production scale has been continuously expanding, and it has also

added a mold workshop and an automated injection molding workshop. We

have established a professional design and R&D department, and is

equipped with a science and technology laboratory to facilitate the

development of new products and quality testing, which has made a

qualitative leap in technology.
Model:KJ-935
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Product Dimensions 18.5*4.7 (CM)

Let’s start talking about your project!


